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Introduction
This work was initially presented to us by our Physical Education teacher as part of a
local and European level competition on traditional games. In it we will make known
the traditional games of our region and national games. The Portuguese traditional
games are a fundamental part of Portuguese identity because they relate the history
and culture of the country. There are several types of traditional games, namely
children's traditional games, adults and seniors.
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I.

Little stone’s game

It is a very simple game, the secret
of this game is how well you choose
the stones and also the ability to
catch them. Each boy or girl picks
five

stones,

then

throws

them

upwords and finally tries to makes
them fall on the back of his/her hand.
Who can catch more stones wins the
game. If there are draws, those who
drew up play for qualifying until one of them, comes out us the winner.

II.

Button Game

One of the button game variants
(since there are many versions of
this game) is to throw the button
against a wall, by a touch of the
thumb, while the button is on the
index finger. This game has no
limited number of players. If the
button is played on the ground a
foot away, or more, from the
opponent's

button,

however

already released, wins. There is no time limit in the number of players and the winner
is the player who gained a higher number of buttons.
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III. Oh Mom, may I?
This games played by six or more children in a space with a wall, although this may be
replaced by a line on the ground. Children are arranged on another line alongside each
other. Child the mother, is facing the other children at a distance of ten meters or more.
The mother has her back turned to the wall or line.

One child at a time will ask the mother:
- “Mam, my I?”
- “Yes, you my.”
- “How many steps?”
- “Five baby-like steps.”
- ”Mam do you really?”
- ”Yes.”
The

child

then

progresses,

giving five very small steps.
Afterwards another child asks
the mother for permissions and so on. The winner is the first to reach the mother, taking
her place and restarting the game. It should be noted that after the order given by the
mother, the other child should confirm it before running ("But may really?"), Otherwise
one should return to the starting point. Mother's answers (orders), can be very varied:
the giant steps (large), the crab (back), the horse (bouncy), the scissors (opening of
the lower limbs to the sides), etc.
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IV. The king orders Game
Played by six or more children, in a space with a wall, although this may be replaced
by a drawn line on the ground.
The king turns his back to the wall or line and the other children stand up side by side,
in front of the line which is drawn a distance of ten meters, away from the other line or
wall.
The king's role is to give orders
that can vary greatly. The other
children fulfill these orders, trying
to get us close as possible to the
wall or line where the king stands.
The King will be the one who can
get first to the wall or line.
By giving his orders, the King
should start by saying, "The king orders ..." (For example you can say, "The King orders
... take two jumps forward with both feet, a jump giant to the left, march in place,
jumping on one foot, say the name aloud, spinning twice, "etc.). The teacher has to be
careful to check that the king's orders do not become too restrictive for the children
reach their post.
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V.

“Rabbits to their burrows” Game

Divide the children into two numerically equal groups. One group as the burrows and
the other as the rabbits.
The children chosen as burrows
should spread throughout the
room and take a standing position
with their legs apart, without
moving.

The

teacher

gives

"rabbits" the order to run and they
run in the room. At the voice of
"Rabbits to the burrows," rabbits
crawl on all fours under the legs of
the burrows, avoiding crashing.
The teacher should be behind a one of burrows, so that one of the rabbit can’t have
his burrow. This rabbit loses a point.
After four or five plays, children switch positions. Rabbits take the place of the burrows
and vice versa. The child with the more points wins.
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VI. “Blind man’s buff” Game
Played by several children. A handkerchief or a piece of is used cloth to tie around the
eyes of one of the children is required.
The children hand in fond form a circle. The blind “man's buff” is in the circle’s center,
with the eyes covered with a blindfold.
Then begins a dialogue between children who form the circle and the “Blind man”.
“Cabra-cega, donde vens?” “Blind man, where do you came from?”
“Venho da Serra.” “From the Mountain.”
“O que me trazes?” “What do you bring?”
“Trago bolinhos de canela.” Cinnamon cakes.”
“Dá-me um!” “ Give me one!”
“Não dou.”I won’t.”
So, children who are in the circle say in chorus:
“Greedy, greedy, greedy... “ (is repeated until the Blind man grip someone)
The blind man tries to catch a child of
the circle. If he/she catch’s someone,
are the children shut up and the blind
man has to guess, groping, who (the)
child he picked is.
Then this is to be the blind man in
circle.
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Variant
In another version, the children are spread in a predetermined room which cannot be
too large. The blind man's buff, with his eyes covered, tries to grab another child. All
children move through the room and approach and move away from the blind man's to
disorient him with the sound of their movements as they sing: "Blind man! Everybody
laughs, hands in the air, groping, groping, here, there. Blind man! Blind man! Hands in
the air, feeling, groping, here, there, clutching the air! All ri ... ". They also can touch
his back.
The one who is grabbed by the blind man goes to his place. If the blind man gets out
of the marked space he should be warned.
Before the players disperse, there may be this dialogue:
- “Cabra-cega o que perdeste?”/ “ Bilnd man what have you lost?”
- “Uma agulha.” / “A needle”
- “Fina ou grossa?” / “Thin or Thick?”
- “Fina” (ou então grossa) / “ Thin (or thick)”
- “Então anda achá-la“/ “ Now come to find it”
Sometimes the blind man, after grabbing someone has to guess who grabbed. If he is
right they change places, otherwise he has to continue. To guess who he grabbed the
blind man runs his hands through the hair and face of that child.
There is also the blind man’s buff with stop. All moving in the defined space, but when
the blind man shouts "stop", everybody freezes. The blind man then searches the
players and has to guess the identity of who he grabbed, exchanging places with him
(her).
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VII. Marbles Game
Each child will put 2 or 3 marbles in the center of a foot- wide circle drawn on the
ground Individually, each child from a specified location as starting point, launches a
marble, bending his/her index finger and pushing it with the thumbnail, or, by pressing
with

a

index

finger’s

indicator

against the thumb. If the child can
make any marbles roll out of the
circle, they will automatically be
theirs. When this happen the child
plays again, or he/she can choose
to, pass the turn to the next child.
Variant
A hole is made in the ground, the
size of a marble called Buraca. So that th e children know who starts the game, each,
launches its marble, from a pre-determined location, trying to place it as close to the
Buraca as possible. The who gets closer to the buraca is the first to play. This child
should launch the marble from where he /she to embata an opponent, so that it hits an
opponent marbles in Buraca.
If the child can make her marble touch another marble he/she is ollwed to play again
a maximum of three times. When a child places, with one launch a marble of another
child in the Buraca he/she win this marble. If the child's own marbles fall to the hole,
when pushed he/she loses it.
Ways to launch a marble:
- Launching with the indicator. Fold the index finger and holding it with your thumb,
push it forward and release with the thumb. Fold the index finger under the thumb and
propel it forward making slip the nail indicator under the thumb.
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VIII. Pin game
Can be played by two, four or six players. Each player must be provided with a MOP
or rebar with which will try to throw down the pin (small frame of wood or metal) or just
put it as close as possible.
When the MOP is closer to the
pin than the opponent’s add up
three points. The game starts by
putting a cross in the middle o
the ground. Then is established
the threshold at which players
must shoot the patacas (streak).
When players hit a score of
fifteen

points,

starts

new

counting, three top six up to
fifteen ... until they reach the top.
Reached this value then the winner is defined. Whoever wins the first four games wins
a "catriada" and the game ends. It sometimes happens that the loser refuses to be
satisfied

and

seeks

revenge.
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IX. “Balance of pitcher”
This game recalls the times when there was no running water in the houses and the
women had to go get the water to the source with their earthen pitchers, carrying them
full of the precious liquid home, balancing them tied to head deftly and with mastery.
So the game was to carry on the
head several jars of clay, full of water
with the support of a mop, and if
possible without the help of hands,
following a short route.
It was expected that, in today's
times, the task has not become any
easier, spilling water over their head
or often helping with hand.
.
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X.

“Flour on the plate” Game

This game old is intended for younger, involves mixing a small paper with a "gift" in
the middle of a plate filled with flour.
The "players" have to try to
collect the small gift, by
using their mouth stuffed in
flour. This is a game in
which the eagerness to
quickly find the "gift" makes
the players rub their face
into the flour.
It is clear that at end of the task, faces turn with grotesque visual of flour that clings to
the face.
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XI. “Nail in the bottle”
The rules are simple: insert a nail in the
neck of a bottle, but ... to complicate
the task the nail is tied to small string
that is tied to the waist, and hangs on
the back of the competitor. But to be
successful, he will have to stay
squatting, watching the nail movement
looking through the legs. The task is
not

easy

because

every

little

movement of the body balances the nail, having to have body coordination and some
patience, because the bottle neck hole seems too little to hit.
The position of the players is too ridiculous, causing laughter.
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XII.

“Dancing

with the egg / apple”

This is yet another old tradiconal game played in pairs. The pair only has to dance to
the sound of music. The only problem is that the pair must balance an egg, boiled or
raw (or apple for the young) between their faces, preferably between their foreheads.
The hard part is to keep the egg
or apple between the opponents’
faces. What matters is not
allowing it to fall or crush,
especially when it’s a raw egg.
The winner is the pair that can
dance for the longest period of
time without letting the egg or
apple fall and/or crushing it.
Win

couple

longer

endure,

whatever that position is.

XIII. “Breaking The Pot”
In this game, one must break a pot held by a rope or string, while blindfolded, and by
using a stick. It is a hilarious game, especially when the participants are given wrong
instructions to where the pots are and also causing the rope to wiggle, constantly
changing the height of the pots.
Both the ones who play and the
ones who assist have lots of fun
while the game is being played
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XIV. “Game of the chairs”
. A very simple game, in which there is a circle of chairs and is which music is played.
While the music is played one must run around the chairs. When the music stops,
one must try to sit down as quickly as possible. Because there is one more person
than there are chairs for every time the music stops one participant is eliminated.
For every time one player is ruled out one chair is put out of the circle.
The game ends when there are only two players left and only one chair. The winner
is the one that gets to sit down first.
.
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XV. “The handkerchief’s game”
More than six children join around in a circle, turned to the centre, with their hands
behind their backs. Another children, previously chosen, runs around the circle
holding a handkerchief with her hands. The circle is the circle of punishment or, as
called in Portugal, the “choco”.
While the players in the circle they
must adopt a sitting and wait for the
other player to drop the handkerchief
they must look exclusively between
their legs for the object to fall.
When a player in the circle notices the
handkerchief falling behind him he
must grab the piece of cloth and try to catch the kid who dropped it behind his/her
back. If the player who dropped the handkerchief gets caught he will replace the
other player in the circle and becomes the “pata choca” and adopts a squatting
position.
If, meanwhile, a player sees a handkerchief between his legs he may catch it and try
to catch the other player, who is trying to fill the gap he used to be in. In case the one
who is running away gets caught he becomes the “pata choca”.
In case a child in the circle does not notice the handkerchief for a full lap, he/she
becomes de “pata choca”. The child that was running keeps on running with the
handkerchief around the circle.
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One only gets freed from the “pata choca” is if another one fails and fills in the spot or
if he catches the handkerchief behind anyone who hasn’t noticed it.
One must also not warn other players about fallen handkerchiefs between their legs.
Although it’s harder to occur one can let the handkerchief fall behind the “pata
choca”. The “pata choca” can, in its turn, catch it, get out through the same gap from
which the object was dropped. In case he catches the other player, this player turns
into the “pata choca”. If not, the other one will go to the circle, to the unfilled gap.
In case the player manages to complete a lap without the “pata choca” noticing, the
“pata choca” will turn into a double “pata choca”, being obligated to raise an arm and
stay in that position. If he turns into a triple, he must raise another arm, and if it
happens once more must raise one of the legs.
It is quite normal for the child to sing while running around the circle the following
verses:
“The handkerchief is in the hand,
It may fall here or not,
Whoever looks behind.
Gets slapped in the face.”
Or
“The handkerchief is in the hand,
It will fall to the ground,
Whoever looks behind
Gets slapped in the face.”
Or
“The handkerchief falls falls,
It is about to fall,
Whoever looks behind
Gets slapped in the face.”
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XVI. “The Game of the Top”
At least two children draw a circle on the ground with a radius of around 1.5 meters,
to where the top shall be played in, according to a pre-established order.
The player whose top stops
spinning inside the circle is put
aside. The other players will
attempt to throw the first player’s
top with their own. Every time one
is successful on the completion of
this task one point is acquired by
that player.
The top may spin on the palm of the
player’s hand and then thrown in order to throw the opponent’s top out of the circle
and allowing it to fall as well out of the circle, so that that same player can avoid not
being thrown out!
Each game has three sets of one play for each player. At the end of the game the
winner is the player who has gained more points.

XVII. “The Bag Racing Game”
Each player slips into a bag at the
starting line. As soon as the race starts
the runners must sprint/jump towards
the ending line.
The first participant to arrive to the
ending line wins the race.This game
can also be played in team.
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XVIII.

“Game of Cat and Mouse”

A circle is formed by all the children that participate in this activity. The Cat, Mouse
and Clock are chosen. There is also a door that is to be represented by another kid.
The Cat knocks on the door
and asks:
-

Is the Mouse in there?

To which all of the Children
answer:
-

No!

-

What time will he be
back?

To which the Clock answers:
-

At three p.m.

-The cat runs around the circle touching three kids’ backs and, the last kid being the
new door. Then the cat asks:
-

Is the Mouse in there?

-

Yes, he is.

-

May I come in?

-

Yes, you may.

The Cat must then try to catch the Mouse. If he does catch the mouse, he/she wins.
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XIX. “The Rope’s Game”
Two teams of three are formed. In each team two of the players each hold their own
tip of the rope and make it spin around in the air. The other member of the team gets
in between them and jumps over the
rope once, then, runs around one of the
teammates and then the over the rope
twice, and so on.
The team that can jump more times
wins.
Variant
Several players jump at the same time over the same rope. Those who touch lose and
are ruled out. This goes on until there is only one left, the winner.

XX. “Monkey Game”
First looks up a plan place to play. The following draws to monkey with the stick.
This game must be played on a plane
surface. There, you draw the “macaca”
(monkey) on the ground, made out of
several squares and other shapes.
The “patela”, a small stone, is used to
be thrown and fall, in an ordered
sequence on each square or space.
Afterwards, one should jump on one
feet and pass through each house, catch the “patela” without falling or tripping and
then return to the starting point. Every time the “patela” is thrown it should fall on the
next square, meaning is should fall more upwards or more to the right.
Afterwards, when the furthest square/space is reached, one must start throwing the
“patela” backwards, until it falls out of any square. Then, the player loses and another
one shall play.
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XXI. “Hide and Seek Game”
Usually played by many kids, this game requires at least two participants. One
should hide and the other should count and seek for the hiding player.
In order to know what number to
count to, another kid will touch that
kid on the back with a finger and he
must guess which finger it was, the
index, the thumb, the middle finger,
etc…
Each wrong finger ads ten seconds to
the counting. In order to know if he
should count fast or slowly he will be touched by one of the other kids on the back
with any part of his body. If he can guess the part of the body he can count quickly. If
not he must count slowly.
While this kid counts, the other players try to hide. If he can find out where all of the
other kids are hiding before they arrive to his counting and starting point, he/she
wins.

XXII. “ Coin Game”
In order to play this game two or
more players are required. An
equal number of coins are
distributed to each player. Then,
every player put their hands
behind their backs and exchange
the coins freely from one hand to
the other. Lastly one places both
hands in front and, with closed fists, asks the other players how many coins he is
holding. The Winner is whoever guesses the number of coins of each hand.
s distributed an amount of equal coin for each player. After a boy puts his hands behind
his back and puts the amount of coins you want in each hand.
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XXIII.

“The Rope traction” Game

One a plane ground two teams of similar force, pull a rope to each side. In between
there is a person holding a handkerchief.
Right where that person stands a line is drawn on the ground.
Each team tries to pull the other team until the front member touches the line.

A team is declassified every time anyone falls or let go of the rope.
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XXIV.

“Rapa” Game

“Rapa” is one of the most popular games in Portugal, played usually by children
during school time.
“Rapa” can be played by two or more children and requires the use of a flat surface,
whether it’s a table or a wall, or even on the ground.
“In order to play “Rapa” a small top-like object is required. This object has for square
surfaces on the sides with a pointy extremity below and cone shaped handle on top,
so that it can be forced to spin by using the index and thumb fingers.
Each one of the square surfaces has its own letter.
These letters are; R, P, T, and D. The R stands for
“Rapa”, which means that the player can collect all
the gifts on the centre of the game. The P stands
for “Põe” (put) which means the player must put a
gift on the table. D stands for “Deixa” (leave it),
meaning you do not change anything. T” stands
for “Tira” (take it away) which means that the
player takes a gift for himself out of the centre.
The most favourable play is the R play, for it allows one to get all of the gifts.
After all the player have played, each one ads a gift to the centre.
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Each time a D comes out a bigger number of gifts piles up in the centre. There for the
R play becomes more and more desirable.
Before any play starts a lot should be made
on who should go first. The first will be
“primas”, the second “xigas” and the third
“restas”. In case the number of participants
is superior to three then the lot is made out
of numbers.
This game is heavily related to Christmas
and is usually played around that time.
Some studious claim these game as having born from old Jewish tradition.
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XXV. “The Rooster Game”
A popular board game, The Rooster game is a
square divided into three smaller squares. Two
players choose a circle or cross to be their sign.
The players play, each at the time on an empty
gap.
The objective of each player is to mark three
signs in order for them to be aligned. At the
same time they should stop the opponent from being able of doing so.
When one is successful on aligning here of his signs usually a line is drawn above
the signs to show who the victorious player is.
However, if the players are smart and always play correctly, the game will always end
up being a tie.
Even though there are many options, most of the choices one can make are
symmetrical and, therefore, they don’t open many possibilities of a player winning the
game if the opponent is smart.
A perfect game can, however, be played in case the player follows these simple
rules:
Start in the centre and then draw another one in one of the corners of the board. This
way one can at least always avoid defeat.
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XXVI.

“The gallows Game”

This game only requires a paper and a pen or a board to be played.
A players chooses a random word and
draws a horizontal line for each letter of
the word.
Afterwards, the other players star saying
letters.
If the letter corresponds to one or more
lines the lines the letter will be written
above the correspondent lines.
A Gallows is already drawn on the side of
the paper. For every time a letter does not
belong to the word, a part of the body will be drawn in this order: The head, the neck,
the torso, one arm, the other arm, one leg and finally the other.
Whoever guesses the word before completing the man’s drawing is the winner. In
case the draw is complete before anyone guesses the word everyone loses.
At the end of the game another person is responsible for choosing the word.

.
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XXVII. Cops and Robbers Game
Two teams are formed. With the same number of players, one team is the cops’ team
and the other is the robbers’ team. Identical to the picture, you draw a cross-like figure
in between the sidewalks of a street (on the road).
The game’s map is composed
of six rectangles and the
corridors that connect them.
At the beginning of the game
each team is at its end of the
map.
When the game stars the
robbers are supposed to
advance and run to the rectangles and the cops are supposed to catch them by
walking only through the corridors.
The cops run through the corridors trying to touch the robbers, while the robbers try
to cross to the opposite side of the map.
Every time a cop touches a robber the robber loses and is eliminated.
The robbers’ objective is to get to the other side without stepping on the lines or on
the corridors.
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XXVIII. “Finding The treasure “Game
A track is marked on the ground and a finishing line. In the course of this game five
ropes will be placed in different locations, over which on must jump over for five
times. The first child to get to the finishing line will win the treasure.However, at the
end, every single kid gets candy.

XXIX.

“The Tallow’s Stick Game”

One of the hardest games described is most certainly this one, in which one has to
climb to the top of a mast, a few meters tall,
requiring a very fine physic and footwork.
At the top of the mast there is a prize, usually
money or smoked ham. But the task is made
difficult because the mast is greased with fat,
making it very slippery. Usually teamwork is
the secret to success.
Usually the teamwork consists of “building” a
human tower, in which the first and lowest of
all makes the biggest as he must support the
entire weight of the team. As the men/women
start going taller and taller they finally get to
the top and touch a flag, and can bring the
prize home.
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XXX. “The Horseshoe game”
_________________________________________
Two sticks, each twenty centimetres long, are stuck to the ground in a vertical
position eight to fifteen meters away from each other.
Each player, from behind of one of the sticks throws a horseshoe and tries to make it
role around the opposite stick. For every occasion he can successfully complete this
task he earns five points. If no one is able to hit the stick without making it fall or if no
one hits it at all three points are awarded to the player whose horseshoe got closest
to the stick without making it fall.
The first player, or team (in case it is played by teams) to get to the thirty points mark
wins the game.
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XXXI. Traditional Games - a dying Tradition in
Europe
Due to increasing political integration of the various European countries in the
European Union there is an eminent danger of loss of cultural identity.
Faced with this situation the traditional games play an important role in the
conservation of a people’s identity for these are passed from generation to
generation unaltered and genuine.
These games show the characteristics of the regions in which they were
originated. The practise of these games should be encouraged by giving the
peoples the meanings to practise them.
Thus the games are a motive for the convergence and union for those who
belong in the localities where they originated and to outsiders as well, for they
are essential to keeping the cultural identity of the regions they belong in.
It is also beneficial for the European Union members to preserve their games
due to a better union in Europe.
So, in order to keep this kind of tradition games from vanishing or getting
extinct, it is up to us to pass them on to our children. There are several ways
of doing so. For example, schools can promote this kind of events, where the
main attractions could be these games. As a consequence, younger
generations would pay more attention to this traditions. Other ways of turning
this events into more dynamic ones would be through the support of the town
municipalities of all the towns and villages. As a consequence this tradition
shall be passed on, down the generations, and, instead of disappearing, they’ll
be used to promote contact among family members and populations.

.
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